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IT IS CLEAR KNOWLEDGE FOR ALL WORLD FRIENDS WHO HAVE
EARNED THE RIGHT TO WALK ON THIS UNIVERSAL PATH
Our Friends,
Henceforth, You all know that Universal Programs come into effect in accordance with the
perception capacities of Humane Consciousnesses. For this reason, all which is required of you in All
the Given Messages and the Suggestions until today are Knowledge related with the World Salvation
Project.
In order for this Knowledge to be perceived and taken into effect in a sound manner, it is imperative
that the Bodily Totality be trained in a sound manner. The code cipher of your ATA, the slogan (A
Sound Mind is Present in a Sound Body) is a Projective Frequency Totality taken into effect for These
days.
The System has taken into effect some Universal Programs on your Planet for the Protection of Your
Bodily Totality. However, those Individuals who cannot Look After His/her Bodily Health are getting
Lost in the World Chaos.
For this reason, Kozmoz has deemed suitable to take into effect certain Universal Applications for
the Benefit of Humanity; whether World Human likes it or not. One of these is the issue of Smoking.
Until today, we have Introduced this issue of Cigarettes and alcohol to you as a Test of WILLPOWER
and we have taken into effect these Terminologies with Religious doctrines.
However, as a Result of the Scannings made on your Planet recently, It has been considered
necessary by the Supreme Mechanism that these Matters be taken into effect once more and more
Seriously. Until today, you have taken these intoxicants into effect as a Religious enforcement.
However, it is henceforth necessary that all the Truths are declared Scientifically to Humanity, who is
awakening.
For, this matter is henceforth a program related to the Salvation of the Human and Humanity.
Prohibitions always provoke Humans and instinctive reactions come into effect and thus, the mind
always Sets a Wall against Logic, in which case the Person dives into a medium of even more
Smoking and Drinking.
Prohibitions in the Sacred Books is a program related to the Acceptance of “ Godly Faith ”. However,
now this situation is posing an obligation in order for Humanity to be able to achieve Consciousness
Progress.
Everyone knows that when a person Feels Troubled, s/he will immediately resort to these two
intoxicants such as alcohol and Cigarettes. Your Nervous System being relieved for the moment pulls
you down to the 3rd Dimension World Frequency and you Relax. (Increasing mediums of Sex on your
planet is Subject to the same program).
As you know, negative events experienced and exams of Humans with Humans are the Foundation
Stones of All Distress. However, these negative Whips are a Chain of Causes for the karmas of
humans to be cleansed and to Come out into the open.

It is the Cosmic Influences take all this into effect. These are Cold Energies and they reach your
Planet by the help of rain and the Winds. Cosmic Energies are Evolution Energies given to your
Planet from the Mechanism of Influences from the Left Dimension of the Sun in parallel with the
Evolution and Progress of each Consciousness.
In this way Humanity is prepared for the Program of Salvation by making Consciousness Progress.
Everyone Draws these energies in accordance with their Evolution and Karmas. However, in those
people who are yet lacking in Evolution and have Intensity of Karma, these Energies cause intense
reactions.
And at the moment, your planet is experiencing this Chaos. Cosmic Energies cause a Human who
lacks in Evolution and who has an intensity of karma to experience an inner distress. The reason for
this is the Karmas of a Person striving to Come Out by influencing the Consciousness from inside, at
which moment that Person displays his/her Evolution and Consciousness to his/her medium.
Through this stress, the person attains Consciousness progress by feeling the distress inside. (A
Human Draws the Cosmic Energies in Proportion to the Karmas s/he disposes.) However, if the Being
resorts to a Cigarette to relax at that moment, s/he immediately falls to the 3rd Dimension World
Frequency and can never make any Consciousness Progress.
On your planet, cigarettes, alcohol and all intoxicants are a Life Buoy for those Humans who are in
the World Consciousness and are seeking Comfort. However, there’s Something they do not know.
This situation which they desire can never get them out of the Consciousness light they are in. And
they will complete their programs by “Bodily Payment” and they will live through their Evolution and
Karmas more intensely in their second lives.
Since at the moment the Matter in Question is the Salvation of Humanity, Kozmoz is trying to get the
program of Smoking Abolished from your Entire planet. If so desired, Kozmoz can instantly render
Ineffective all Corporations producing Cigarettes and alcohol.
However, since this would be an intervention to the Evolution of Humanity, such a program can
never be taken into effect. This Final Age is the Age of Powerful Humans. And the Human is obliged
to complete his/her program through his/her Own Power and Will.
Apart from this, for the Benefit of Humanity, we would like to also mention a Factor which the World
Human is not yet aware of. In case Humanity, living on the platform of exams until the 23rd century,
can put the suggestions given to them until today into Application in Their lives in a serious manner,
they will Easily Embrace the morrows. The Program of Salvation is a program that comes into effect
with the transition of the Being from the ALPHA Bond of the Heart to the BETA Line of the Mind. This
is the (Salvation of the Human).
Even if the Working ordinances carried out by all Beings serving directly on the path of the Entire
Knowledge Given by Kozmoz, that is, (THE KNOWLEDGE BOOK), are the BETA Line, as long as these
Beings cannot prevail over the Power of Smoking, only their Services are Registered to the Beta Line.
However, their Consciousnesses are left Locked up in ALPHA (It is also beneficial for Humanity to
know this).

Kozmoz does not impose any Enforcement on anyone. Kozmoz just relays the Universal Programs to
Friends in the Entire World in all Clarity and leaves them to their Own Essences and
Consciousnesses.
Cosmic Energies are the Evolutionary Keys of Karmas. Everyone receives these Energies parallel to
their Consciousnesses and reflects on each other’s Coordinates from close plan to enable testing
Humans with Humans.
Kozmoz is Scanning the Humans on your Entire Planet in this manner and is Registering the Scales of
Evolution and Consciousness one by one. All that is done is for the Human and investments for the
morrows.
It is Presented for your Knowledge
SUPREME MECHANISM

